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Mrs. Almaz with other ARSO Council members follow pro-
ceedings at the 52nd Council Meeting – 10th August 2015.  

Preparatory Meetings between the ARSO Central Secretariat 
AND ESA Officials-23rd July 2015 at ESA, Addis Ababa.  

Preparatory Meetings between the AUC, ARSO Central  
Secretariat , and ESA Officials-23rd July 2015 at AUC, Addis 

Ababa.  

ARSO Secretary General (L) discusses with Mr. Merah in a pre-
paratory meeting at the AUC Headquarters on 23rd July 2015  

Arso President Elect, Dr. Eve Gadzikwa addressing the dele-
gates after the Elections.  

From Left, Mrs. Almaz Kahsay, Ethiopian Minister for Trade 
H.E. Mengistu, ARSO President Dr. Odumodu and Mr. Fondja 

representing the Vice President, follow the proceedings.  
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T he 21st ARSO General Assembly events 
held at African Union Commission Head-
quarters were hosted by the Government 
of the Federal Republic of Ethiopia, 
through the Ethiopian Standards Agency 

(ESA).  
Ethiopia is the oldest independent country in 
Africa and one of the oldest in the world. He-
rodotus, the Greek historian of the fifth century 
B.C., describes ancient Ethiopia in his writings. 
The Old Testament of the Bible records the 
Queen of Sheba's visit to Jerusalem. According to legend, Menelik I, the son of King 

Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, founded the Ethiopian Empire. (Source: Picture: http://
baristanet.com/2011/02/eskesta-ethiopian-dance-performance-at-mesob). 

Known as Abyssinia until the 20th century, Ethiopia was ruled by 
the powerful kingdom of Aksum in the first centuries. In the 15th 
century, a Coptic Christian empire and the system of rule by 
absolutist monarch were established. For Ethiopians, the coffee 
ceremony is an important social event that brings people of 
the family or community together. It is an important cultural rit-
ual that’s been passed from generation to generation. Ac-
cording to legend, a goat herder named Kaldi discovered the 
coffee bean by way of his goats in the Kaffa region of Ethiopia 
around A. D. 800. Ethiopia's staple food is injera, a spongy 
bread made of a unique crop only grown in Ethiopia called 
"teff." (Source: Picture- http://www.abc.net.au/ radionational/
programs/rnfirstbite/the-coffee-ceremony/) 

In a manner reminiscent of the Annual congregation of the African Heads of State and Government for 
the African Union Summit at the African Union Headquarters (AUC) Head Quarters in Addis Ababa, Ethio-
pia, the African countries and ARSO Stakeholders representatives converged at the African Union Head-
quarters (AUC) in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia on 10th – 14th August 2015 for the GA Events, courtesy of the De-
partment of Trade and Industry, for the 21st ARSO General Assembly Events,  hosted by the Government 
of the Federal Republic of Ethiopia through the Ethiopian Standards Agency (ESA)  

The events comprised the 52nd ARSO Coun-
cil Meeting – 10th August 2015, ARSO Stand-
ardisation Training on Standards Develop-
ment and Implementation for the NSBs 
Standards Officers - 11th August 2015; 3rd Af-
rican Day of Standardisation, 12th August 
2015, Made in Africa EXPO - 10th-14th August 
2015; the 21st ARSO General Assembly – 13th 
August 2015, and the ARSO/COCO – ISO/
COPOLCO Consumer Seminar - 14th August 
2015. 
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H.E. Demitu Hambisa, Minister of Science and Technology, Federal Republic of Ethiopia, 
highlighted the fact that among strategic directions of Science and Technology, more 
emphasis is given for building innovation system, Technology transfer and human resource 
development for which standards play a greater role.  Noting the various events aligned 
for the 21st ARSO General Assembly and the participation of various Ethiopian Industry 
players, stated that in the current market, where competition is fierce and  resources are 
scarce, it has never been a better time to use standards, as more and more businesses 
are realising the benefits of their strategic use to achieve measurable improvements to 
their competitiveness, increased ability to demonstrate the quality of products or services, 
Improved ability to trade across borders and export, improved ability to meet legislative 
and regulatory requirements, improved internal risk management and planning, innovation and research. 
H.E. the Minister referred to the drastic development with regard to the establishment of the continental Free 
Trade Area and the deeper integration Agenda and highlighted the need for more efforts to achieve harmo-
nisation of standards with ARSO leading in the initiative for the promotion and adoption of common African 
standards and regulatory framework across the continent. On the challenges faced by the Least Developed 
Countries (LCDs)  in market Access in the globalisation world due to Low productive capacity, inability to pro-
duce against international standards, inadequate  certification and laboratory testing facilities, insufficient 
market intelligence skills, lack of harmonization with the international  trade system and inadequate customs 
procedure and mechanisms, the Minister called on the 21st GA events to act as a platform for  strategizing on 
our goals towards a more Comprehensive Africa approach to Standardization; more commitment to estab-
lishing a strong strategic relation with Stakeholders on policy issues on standardization in Africa; promoting Afri-
ca’s integration through standards and conformity assessment system and continuing to promote the estab-
lishment of quality infrastructures and develop quality cultures in member countries. 
For the ARSO eventful Week the ARSO President, Dr. Joseph Odumodu, addressed 
the delegates on various dates and events. His main message was: The 21st century 
being Africa’s century of development, growth and job creation. The President em-
phasized the growth of the continent noting that no longer can conversations about 
the global economy by political heavyweights happen without mentioning (and in-
volving) Africa. The continent’s inclusion in forums like The BRIC countries – Economic 
Giants - Brazil, Russia, India and China, with the addition of South Africa in 2010, The 
Mint countries - next economic giants - Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey; the 
G20, the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and others, is testament to the hard 
work that some leaders on the continent have done to shake off the continent’s co-
lonial past and era of economic exclusion. In the events which were attended by 
Representatives from Botswana/BOBs Cameroon/ANOR  Cote-D'Ivoire/CPRDINORM 
DR. Congo/OCC, Egypt/EOS, Ethiopia /ESA, Gabon/AGANOR, Ghana/GSB, Kenya/
KEBS, Madagascar/BNM, Namibia/NSI,  Nigeria/ SON, Rwanda/RSB, Sierra Leone/
SLBS, Senegal/ASN,  South Africa/SABS, South Sudan/SSNBS, Sudan/SSMO, Swaziland/
SWASA, Tanzania/TBS, Tunisia/INNORPI, Uganda/UNBS, Zambia/ZABS, Zimbabwe/SAZ, 
Burundi/BBS, Cote D'Ivoire, Ethiopia (Private Sector), African Union Commission, Afri-
can Academy of Sciences, Medical Research Council/UK, ACP-EU-TBT Programme, 
AFNOR/France, AFRAC, APEX, ASTM International, BSI/UK, CENCENELEC,  Consumer 
Protection Council (CPC)/Nigeria, Consumer International, DNVGL/France, ECOWAS, 
IEC, Intertek, ISO, ISO/COPOLCO, PASC, Procter and Gamble, PTB-Germany, Quality 
Council of India (QCI)/India, SADC, SADCSTAN, Turkish Standards Institute (TSE), World Fish and WTO, the Presi-
dent’s baseline message was that ARSO, the African Organisation for Standardisation formed in 1977 by the 
African Union (formerly OAU) and the United  Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) was on course 
in revolutionising the African standardisation Agenda focusing on the development common regulatory 
Framework with regard to standards, Technical Regulations and Conformity Assessment.  

H.E. Demitu Hambisa,  

Dr. Joseph Odumodu,                    
ARSO President 
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Delegates all agree to the fact that harmonising Policies to Transform the Trading Environment carries forward 
the momentum of January 2012’s Decision and Declaration by addressing the issue of harmonising rules of 
origin, trade facilitation instruments and cross-border linkages for information and communications technology 
to ease Continental Free Trade Area negotiations by member States as key prerequisites to pave the way for 
a meaningful continental market. 

The ARSO Vice-President Mr. BOOTO à NGON Charles who is also 
the Directeur General Agence des Normes et de la Qualité 
(ANOR) called on ARSO members to adhere the call for making 
ARSO a truly Pan Africa Organisation creating the standardisation 
opportunity for the transformation of Africa into a self-reliant conti-
nent.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Katima Temba the new ARSO Treasurer, duly introduced to 
the ARSO members proficiently presented the well-received 
Treasurer’s report and opinion on the ARSO Audited Report for 
the year ending 31st June 2014 indicating greater support and 
contributions by the member States, confirming the fact that 
Africa with a more demonstrated potential than many regions 
in the world has what it takes to do what the big Asian econo-
mies did in the last half of the 20th century. 

T he administrative function of the Council, in accordance 
with the laid down policies, is without a doubt essential to 
the success of ARSO and its activities. Attended by Eleven 
(11) Council members (Cameroon, DR Congo, Ghana, 

Egypt, Ethiopia, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Sudan, Tanzania 
and Tunisia (Proxy, Egypt)) the 52nd ARSO Council chaired by 
the ARSO President is credited to have set the tone for the suc-
cess of the 21st ARSO GA events.  
Representing the Secretary General’s report, ARSO Secretary 
General, Dr. Hemogene Nsengimana highlighted the achieve-
ments which had been realised by ARSO since the 20th ARSO 
General Assembly 
in Rwanda Kigali in 

June 2014 within the ARSO Strategic Framework 2012-2017. The 
Secretary General highlighted the Standards Harmonisation under 
the 13 ARSO Technical Harmonisation Committees, The ARSO DIS-
NET, ARSO CACO, ARSO COCO, ARSO Standardisation Training 
and Capacity Building, ARSO President Forum, the Made in Africa 
Expo, African Day of Standardisation, The ARSO Essay competition 
and the ARSO Cooperations and Networks. 
During this council meeting, various activities under the ARSO 
Technical Harmonisation Committees were noted and approved.  

With optimism, the 52nd ARSO Council which has intensified the harmonisation of African Standards was held 
on 10th August 2015. 

Mr. BOOTO à NGON Charles—ARSO Vice President 

Mr. Katima Temba—ARSO Treasurer 

Dr. Hermogene Nsengimana                                           
ARSO Secretary General 
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U nder Resolution 11 of the 21st ARSO General Assembly held on 13th August 2015, the General Assembly 
elected Dr. Eve Gadzikwa, the Director General of Standards Association of Zimbabwe (SAZ) as the 
ARSO President Elect for the term 2016-2019. 
Dr. Gadzikwa had earlier secured the support of the Zimba-

bwean Government in her quest for the position in which the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Zimbabwe had full offered her recommenda-
tion for the position. It would be important to recall that  His Excellency 
the President of the Republic of Zimbabwe and the current AU Chair-
man Robert Gabriel Mugabe, is among the nine African Heads of 
States (H.E. Lieutenant-General Olusegun Obasanjo, Federal Republic 
of Nigeria, H.E. Felix Houphouet Boigny, Republic of Cote D’Ivoire, H.E. 
General D’ Armee Gnassinbe Eyadema, Togo, H.E. Leopold Sedar 
Songhor, Senegal, H.E. Mohamed Anwar El Saddat, Egypt, H. E. Colonel Saye ZERBO, Burkina Faso, H.E., Gen-
eral Ignatius Kutu Acheampong, Ghana) who signed the constitution of ARSO membership.  

 
The election of Dr. Gadzikwa is historic in that she would be the FIRST ARSO Lady President 
and had come at  time when the strategic theme of the Organisation, for the 2016, based on 
the AU 2015 theme, will be “The Role of Standardisation in Women’s Empowerment with re-
gard to the Vision 2063”. Many agencies of United Nations in their reports have emphasized 
that gender issue is to be given utmost priority.  The AU and its Commission, as well as other 
regional bodies place a good deal of emphasis on gender equality and women‘s economic 
empowerment hence declaring the year 2015 the year of women’s empowerment and their 
expected role in achieving Agenda 2063.  Dr. Gadzikwa acknowledged the confidence the 
ARSO General Assembly had bestowed on her. Dr. Gadzikwa paid glowing tribute to Dr. Od-

umodu for the transformation of ARSO into a truly African Standardisation body bringing African countries to-
gether, united in the economic development of the continent through standardisation. 
 

Dr. Eva Gadzikwa                            
ARSO President 

Elect 
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A ddressing the delegates at the 21st ARSO GA Events, Mr. 
Merah exuded confidence that Africa’s high economic 
growth rates in recent years, coupled with its still largely 
agriculture-based economy and competitive industries 

such as mining and tourism carry vast potential to provide a unique 
opportunity to set the continent on a course for sustained and inclu-
sive growth, yet many efforts are needed for African economies to 
diversify and enhance their competitiveness, allowing it transition 
from resource-driven to higher-value-added growth. 
 
As part of its 2014–2017 strategic plans, the AUC has prioritized agricultural production, developing the agro-
processing and business sectors, increasing market access, and guaranteeing food security and nutrition, 
alongside promoting inclusive economic development and industrialization. (AUC Strategic Plan 2014-2017). 
 
Sighting the establishment of the Pan African Quality Infrastructure, currently being supported by the African 
Union, the Head of AUC Department of Trade noted the need for increased understanding on the role of Afri-
can Standardisation to support African policies and legislation. This will underline the importance of standardi-
sation as an integral part of the African Union's policies to carry out 'better regulation' to increase competitive-
ness of enterprises and to remove barriers to trade at continental. At the same time, it will attract public 
awareness to the challenges standardisation currently faced within the African Integration processes, which is 
one of the key priorities of African leaders, as an important driver of Africa’s economic growth, development 
and poverty reduction.  The general consensus is that regional integration and cooperation is the most appro-
priate way of improving the low levels of intra-African trade as well as international trade. The 2012 African Un-
ion Summit Decision to fast track the establishment of a Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA) by an indicative 
date 2017 and support for “boosting intra-Africa trade” is Africa’s quest for deeper integration.  
 
Highlighting on the Agenda 2063, Mr. Merah specified that the Heads of State and Government of the 54 
member states of the African Union (AU) met in Johannesburg, South Africa from the 14th to 15th June 2015 
with the summit theme, Women’s Empowerment and Development Towards Agenda 2063. It is envisaged that 
Africa of 2063 would be a pole of global growth and an integrated continent of wealth creation, inclusivity 
and a pole of tolerance, global growth and transformation; a continent with accelerated manufacturing ac-
tivities (At least 90% of all agricultural produce would be processed locally (value addition). The share of tech-
nology-driven manufacturing firms in total manufacturing output to rise above 50%. It is also envisaged that 
the Natural resources would be sustainably managed to avoid the phenomenon of boom and bust.  A mod-
ern and productive agriculture anchored in a solid science knowledge foundation, building of resilient food 
and agricultural systems and self-financing of agricultural development is envisaged. Africa, while taking ad-
vantage of its untapped arable land, should be a major player in the global agro-food economy.  
 
Mr. Merah called on specialised regional institutions like ARSO to develop strategic regional frameworks that 
encourages the continental shift towards more sustainable regional integration across various regions and in 
readiness for the implementation of the CFTA and the Agenda 2063.  
 

Note the AUC Facebook link for the 21st ARSO GA Events:  
https://www.facebook.com/653662911436565/photos/pcb.666278180175038/666277813508408/?type=1&theater 

 

Mr. Merah—AUC 
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Call for more Cooperations among African NSBs 
Ms. Almaz calls on Africa’s One voice in the International standardisation as an awarded of recogni-

tion of her Work is presented. 
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I n her speech to the delegates, Ms. Almaz Kahsay, the Director Gen-
eral of the Ethiopian Standards Agency, pointed out the role stand-
ards play in allowing companies that enter a new market to deliver 
constantly quality products and services as required by the custom-

ers, noting that in globalising world, today, more than ever, standards 
are an imperative undertaking. 
 
Mrs. Kahsay highlighted further the need for standards as great require-
ment for an Economic Integration Strategy for Africa and ARSO being 

required to continue to cooperate with all African National Standards Bodies to ensure that effective Quality 
Infrastructure is in place to guarantee Africa’s competitiveness.  It is obvious, she mentioned, the growing im-
portance of quality standards, and poor access to markets increasingly threatening the ability of smallholder 
farmers to compete with large-scale commercial farmers due to the implementation of international stand-
ards with no much input from the African countries. The participation of Africa as a single delegation, through 
ARSO was encouraged to have a common position on draft international standards. The provision of a plat-
form for capacity building of African National Standards Bodies and stakeholders involved in standardisation 
to enhance effective participation in standards development for products of interest to African economy with 
noting. As one of the strong ladies of Africa in Standardisation, Mrs. Kahsay is credited for steering, under the 
Ethiopian Council of Minister Regulation No. 193/2010, the former Quality and Standards Authority of Ethiopia 
(QSAE) first established in 1970, into a restructuring process in which QUSAE was split into four Institutions includ-
ing the new national standards body (NSB) – Ethiopian Standards Agency (ESA), Ethiopian Conformity Assess-
ment Enterprise, Ethiopian Metrology Institute and Ethiopian Accreditation Bureau, thus befitting an Award 
presented to her during the  African Day of Standardisation on 12th August 2015. 

W TO (2005) highlights the importance of standards in 
trade. Recent reports indicate that over 80% of the 
global trade is already affected by standards and 
technical regulations (Gonçalves & Peuckert, 2011). 

This means that for a regional integration agreement to function 
smoothly there must be a robust quality infrastructure to under-
pin it and to ensure the development, application and imple-
mentation of standards. The WTO under Code of Good Practice 
for the Preparation, Adoption and Application of Standards 
(Annex 3, TBT Agreement) encourages within its six principles 
Transparency, Openness, Impartiality and consensus, Relevance 
and effectiveness, Coherence and the Development dimension. It is on this basis that, through the PTB spon-
sorship, as part of the 21st GA Events, ARSO held ARSO Standardisation Training on the ARSO Standards Devel-
opment, application and implementation on 11th August 2015 to facilitate the understanding of the NSBs Offi-
cials in the process of standards development, application and implementation and specifically the role in the 
African standards harmonisation process as elaborated under the ARSO Standards Harmonisation Model 
(ASHAM).  
The First session, targeting both the NSBs CEOs and the Standards Officers highlighted on Strengthening Pan-
African standardization by means of national inputs to the process and national implementation of African 
Standards, Alex Inklaar, PTB – Germany; Relevance of Standards for use in national, regional and international 
trade regimes linking to existing regulatory framework within EU BY David Bell – CENCENELEC, BSI, and within 
RECs and AU by Reuben Gisore – ARSO, respectively. The Second session targeting on the NSBs Standards Of-
ficers highlighted the different experiences of the African countries for a better understanding of development 

ARSO viewed as an Organisation for Capacity Building and Training for Standards implementation. 

Ms. Almaz Kahsay,                                               
Director General—ESA 

Ms. Kathrin Wunderlich of PTB (R) joining in the Training 
Session. 
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of Standards and their implementation within publicly 
and privately operated NSBs with regards to Standards 
development and implementation linking to regulatory 
framework case of Ethiopia, Legesse Gebre, ESA, Case of 
Tanzania by Agnes Mneney, TBS and case of Zimbabwe 
by Dr. Eve Gadzikwa, SAZ.  
In the photo,  
 
Like many other NSBs in Africa, the SAZ, ESA and TBS are 
involved in the preparation, framing, modifying or 
amending National Standards and Co-operate with oth-
er government agencies, representatives of any industry 
or any statutory corporation or person with a view to securing adoption and application of standards.  
The standards are developed by relevant experts from stakeholders composed of representatives from the 
industry, NGOs, governments departments, authorities, consumers and their association, manufacturers and 
their association and other stakeholders interested in a particular field. Apart from ESA, like many other NSBs, 
the SAZ and TBS run Conformity Assessment activities to provide third party service to the industry including 
sampling, inspection, testing and certification Established testing Laboratories to support product certification 
and industry. They regulate the use of Standards Marks and grant of license to certified products conforming 
to relevant Standards. The NSBs also provide such services as Medical Laboratory (ISO/IEC 15189), Auditor and 
Laboratory Accreditation (ISO/IEC 17025), Certification on QMS, EMS, FSMS, OHAS, Certification on products 
(ISO 17065) and Certification of Persons (ISO 17024)). 

However the challenge is that of low participation of 
stakeholder in Standardization process and misconcep-
tion that standard are for government and not for stake-
holders hence private sector funding standardization is 
minimal. 
Standardisation is an expensive activity that requires total 
government support and the involvement of both the pri-
vate and public sector. 
Since standardisation is an expensive activity, the need 
for greater cooperation among the NSBs in their stand-
ards development activities was called for with ARSO fa-
cilitating the process. A coherent process is required for 
the harmonisation and mutual recognition of standards, 

technical regulations and conformity assessments, thus providing the basis to overcome non-tariff trade barri-
ers that arise due to the use of different national standards and having the consequences of products, pro-
cesses and systems subjected to different mandatory requirements. The role of ARSO is thus underpinned in this 
harmonisation process. 
 
The Training offered the opportunity for the Standards Officers to understand the ARSO Standards harmonisa-
tion process, the work of Experts and their participation in the national mirror committees. 

Mr. Raymond Murenzi of RSB  receives certificate of                  
participation. 

Ms. Yvonne Ndlhovu of SABS receives certificate of participation. 
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L ike the World Standards Day, ARSO initiated the Africa’s Day of Standardisation geared towards the 
commemoration of the birth of ARSO, push for the standardisation and Conformity Assessment Agenda 
in Africa and to celebrate the milestone of African standardisation as led by ARSO, focusing on its bene-
fits and challenges. The themes are based on 

the African Union declared yearly strategic themes 
Initiated in Cameroon in June 2013 under the theme 
“Celebrating Standardisation as a Strategic Re-
source to Africa’s economic integration”, with the 
second celebrated under the theme 
“Standardisation as a driver for improving Africa’s 
Competitiveness” in Kigali Rwanda on 25th June 
2014, the Africa Day of Standardisation has gained 
popularity among the ARSO members. 
The 3rd celebrated in various countries (Ghana-19 
June 2015, Kenya – 17th March 2015 and Nigeria, 
25th June 2015 as well as in Tanzania), was under 
the theme "The role of Standards in promoting sus-
tainable Agriculture and food security in Africa”, focused on the role of standardisation in development of sus-
tainable Agriculture. 
According to the OECD 2015 African Outlook Report, with Africa’s population set to double by 2050, unlocking 
the economic potential of the continent’s diverse regions will be vital to create the millions of jobs needed. 
The workforce is expected to increase by 910 million people between 2010 and 2050, of which 830 million in 
sub-Saharan Africa and 80 million in North Africa. For the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO), this means 
increased demand on food for the population. The population in rural areas and overall demand for agricul-
tural products will continue to grow. Agriculture is the first employer and source of food for many a households 
in Africa. Addis Ababa, 30 January 2014- Newly Elected Chairperson of the African Union (AU), Mr Mohamed 
Ould Abdel Aziz also the President of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania, launched 2014 as the year of agricul-
ture and food security, which also marked the 10th anniversary of the adoption of the Comprehensive Africa 
Agriculture Development Program (CAADP). This was under the theme, “Transforming Africa’s Agriculture for 
Shared Prosperity and Improved Livelihoods, through Harnessing Opportunities for Inclusive Growth and Sus-
tainable Development’. The AU Chairperson noted that “For most countries agriculture constitutes indeed the 
battle against poverty and hunger for which we can win with economic sustainability of agriculture invest-
ment”. 
According to the African Union, the African Year of Agriculture and Food Security would be commemorated 
across Africa, in member states, Regional Economic Communities, continental organisations, and at the AU 
Headquarters in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The process would facilitate for this voices to contribute towards set-
ting the agenda for sustaining the CAADP momentum which forms the basis for African leaders to recommit 
themselves towards realizing the vision set out in 2003. Therefore the theme is intended to capture key messag-
es of transformation, impacts, inclusiveness and opportunities sub-themes: 
 Increased agriculture production, productivity and value addition Functioning agricultural markets 

(country and regional markets & trade) 
 Increased investment financing (public & private) along the agriculture value chains 
 Towards ending hunger in Africa by 2025 
 Building resilience to address vulnerability to risks. 
 It is significant to note that to date 34 AU Member States have signed CAADP compacts; 30 among them 
have developed formal national agriculture and food security investment plans. At regional level, four (4) out 
of eight RECs have also signed Regional compacts out of which three have developed fully costed invest-
ment plans.. (PRESS RELEASE No. 28/ 22nd AU SUMMIT). 
 

Dr. Chimatiro of WorldFish, front far left, joins the other delegates at the 
3rd African Day of Standardisation 
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It is on this note that ARSO adopted the theme to en-
hance the role of standardisation on Agricultural devel-
opment. The OECD 2015 report maintains that Africa’s 
supply side growth in 2014 was mainly driven by agri-
culture, extractive industries, construction and services, 
and to a lesser extent by manufacturing.  
It is on this note that ARSO adopted the theme to en-
hance the role of standardisation on Agricultural devel-
opment. The OECD 2015 report maintains that Africa’s 
supply side growth in 2014 was mainly driven by agri-
culture, extractive industries, construction and services, 
and to a lesser extent by manufacturing.  
 

With members and Stakeholders from various countries and Organisations, the continental 3rd African Day of 
Standardisation was celebrated on 12th August 2015 with the following Subtopics: 
(i) How Standards are helping in the integration of markets and international market access  
 DR. ELISABETH STAMPFL-BLAHA, ISO Vice President on her contributions under the topic How Standards are 
helping in the integration of markets and international market access noted that and that trade in Agricultural 
commodities is hampered by Non-acceptance of test reports 
and certificates and encouraged for the international recogni-
tion and acceptance based on confidence and good practic-
es, for which she emphasized on the importance of implement-
ing ISO/IEC Standards and Guides, with double level of consen-
sus, amongst countries and across stakeholders. The international 
standards help to harmonize technical specifications of products 
and services making industry more efficient and breaking down 
barriers to international trade. Conformity to International Stand-
ards it helps reassure consumers that products are safe, efficient 
and good for the environment thus increases trade and open up global markets.  They help increase produc-
tivity and competitive advantage, thus increasing Market share. The ISO Vice President reiterated that by inte-
grating ISO standards into national regulation, governments help to ensure that requirements for imports and 
exports are the same the world over, therefore facilitating the movement of goods, services and technologies 
from country to country and that the ISO Strategic Plan – 2016-2020 has lots of options for the cooperation be-
tween ARSO and ISO and the developing countries for greater good of their citizens including ensuring a co-
herent and credible collection of standards that are used effectively by industry and bringing recognised ben-
efits to economies. 
(ii) Role of Standards in Promoting Sustainable Agriculture and Food Security in Africa  
Ms. Irina Kireeva, an Expert in Technical Barriers to Trade of the EU ACP TBT Programme in her contributions un-
der the topic “Role of Standards in Promoting Sustainable Agriculture and Food Security in Africa,  highlighted 

the fact that though employs 65% of Africa’s labour force and accounts for 32% of 
gross domestic product, Agricultural production in Africa has not kept the pace 
with population growth and despite rapid urbanisation, the rural population is 
growing and land pressure is mounting. She pointed to the need for Sustainable 
agricultural production which involves: 
1. selection of species and varieties which are well suited to the geographical 
location and specific conditions of the farm;  
2. diversification of crops and suitable management of the soil to enhance the 
biological and economic stability of the farm and, at the same time, protect the 
soil quality; 
3. efficient and human use of inputs and finally, consideration of farmers’ goals 
and lifestyle choices. 
 
On the role of standards and technical regulations in playing a vital role in selec-

Dr. Elisabeth Stampfl-Blaha, ISO Vice President, front far left, joins 
the other delegates in the 3rd African Day of Standardisation 

Dr. Elisabeth Stampfl-Blaha, ISO Vice President 

Ms. Irina Kireeva, an Expert in TBT 
of the EU ACP TBT Programme  
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tion of appropriate agricultural and management practices, Ms. Kireeva emphasized that standards and 
technical regulations contain technical requirements for products or related processes and production meth-
ods. Standardisation, she noted is the open door for safety, international recognition and quality in agricultural 
production, highlighting on how standards can help and improve the management and productivity in rela-
tion to agriculture, through: availing iinformation on the needs of consumers and operators participating in 
standards work; providing insight into technical developments of competitors also active in standardisation; 
ensuring reduction of risks involved in innovation; Influencing on contents of standards; promoting Global mar-
ket access; Identification of main standardisation business processes and their related key indicators and Iden-
tification of main processes interfaces.  
Detailed analysis on the Role of Standards in Promoting Sustainable Agriculture and Food Security in Africa by 
Irina Kireeva. Link: http://www.arso-oran.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/The-Role-of-Standards-in-Promoting
-Sustainable-Agriculture-and-Food-Security-in-Africa-by-Irina-Kireeva.pdf 
 
(iii) Importance of standards for international trade and the role of the WTO TBT Agreement 
Since the signing of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1947, tariffs have been bound for 
a large number of industrial and agricultural goods, and have declined significantly. While a number of GATT 
provisions already addressed technical barriers; their scope was 
deemed to be insufficient to tackle growing concerns.  The provi-
sions of the GATT contained only a general reference to technical 
regulations and standards in Articles III, XI and XX. A GATT working 
group, set up to evaluate the impact of non-tariff barriers in interna-
tional trade, concluded that technical barriers were the largest cate-
gory of non-tariff measures faced by exporters. After years of negoti-
ations at the end of the Tokyo Round in 1979, 32 GATT Contracting 
Parties signed the plurilateral Agreement on Technical Barriers to 
Trade (TBT). The Standards Code, as the Agreement was called, laid 
down the rules for preparation, adoption and application of technical regulations, standards and conformity 
assessment procedures through a number of principles non-discrimination, the avoidance of unnecessary 
obstacles to international trade, harmonization, the equivalence of technical regulations and of the results of 
conformity assessment procedures, mutual recognition of conformity assessment procedures, and transpar-
ency. Negotiated during the Uruguay Round, the new Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) built 
upon, as well as strengthened, the Standards Code.  It entered into force in 1995, with the entry into force of 
the World Trade Organization (WTO). 
Devin McDaniels, Trade and Environment Division, WTO, acknowledged the fact that, the TBT Agreement is 
premised on an acknowledgement of the right of WTO Members to develop technical requirements, and to 
ensure that they are complied with.  However, the Agreement has as its objective ensuring that unnecessary 
obstacles to international trade are not created through the  WTO guidance on how to set standards that are 
trade facilitating and relevant for use in government regulation through the Code of Good Practice for the 
Preparation, Adoption and Application of Standards  under Annex 3,  TBT Agreement with emphasis on the Six 
Principles OF Transparency, Openness, Impartiality and consensus, Relevance and effectiveness, Coherence 
AND Development dimension. 
Recognising the role of national and regional standardising bodies in the development of international stand-
ards based on Annex 3 of the WTO Agreement, he emphasised on the need to use relevant International 
standards as the basis of their national and regional standards and for the technical regulations and conformi-
ty assessment procedures to achieve less trade friction. McDeniels highlighted the current work of the TBT 
Committee as a forum for multilateral regulatory cooperation (regulation and standards) and addressing spe-
cific trade concerns and the ongoing Seventh Triennial Review of the TBT Agreement involving taking Commit-
tee decisions and recommendations for the work-plan for 2016-2019, scheduled for adoption in November 
2015. As an opportunity for ARSO, McDeniels noted the importance of national and regional coordination 
mechanisms for effective engagement in the work of the TBT Committee. Currently ARSO is pursuing the en-
gagement in the TBT Committee on an Observer Status. 
 
 

Devin McDaniels, Trade and Environment Division, 
WTO,  
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(iv) Standardisation for Sustainable Agriculture and Food Security:  
 Botswana Case Study – Beef 
Masego B Marobela (Mrs), Managing Director of Botswana Bu-
reau of Standards (BOBS) on the sustainable Agricultural prac-
tices in Botswana state that Botswana Exports US$116.6 worth of 
beef and is ranked 22nd and 28th in the world in the export of 
frozen and chilled beef respectively with the exports Southern 
Africa and the EU at 97% of exports (mainly UK, Norway, Italy, 
Germany and the Netherlands), Kuwait, Iran and Hong Kong. 
The challenges were sighted as traceability system, production, 
processing, marketing and liberalization and regional coopera-
tion issues. Export to EU the dipped in 2008 – 2012 due to global economic crisis and withdrawal from the EU 
market due to failure to comply with standards. The standardisation infrastructure in place for the beef pro-
duction include the National Veterinary Laboratory for accredited tests, the QMS certified Botswana Vaccine 
Institute that serves as a reference laboratory for FMD vaccine for the region.  
 Siera Leone Case Study - Fish 

Mr. James Dumbuya, Director General of Sierra Leone Bureau of 
Standards, in his presentation noted that the Fisheries sector has 
great potential to make significant contribution to the Sierra Leone 
food security since fish is a major source of animal protein for Sierra 
Leoneans and contributes 8% to the GDP. The practise of small scale 
and the Artisanal fishery is a source of employment of up to 1000 
people. Fish production is about 20,000 million tons and this compris-
es shrimps, lobsters, cuttlefish, breams and snappers. Main challeng-
es are inadequate fishing gear and craft, extension services to fisher-
men; Poor handling and Processing; Management of fish products; 

Inadequate data and analyses on fishing catch, Inadequate infrastructural facilities and storage facilities; 
Lack of automatic temperature recording devices; Lack of official control system and Lack of monitoring 
plans for test of freshness & water/ice, etc. Currently there is a ban of not exporting fish and fisheries products 
to EU and international markets due to non-compliant with EU Regulations relating to hygiene of food and 
feed and official controls that applied to imports and export. These include Health conditions, Freshness; Re-
strictions on veterinary medicines, Introduce of Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point, (HACCP) in fish pro-
cessing companies, Cooling facilities from catch  to processing, Official controls systems, Processing establish-
ments and Cold rooms, Monitoring plans for test of FP and Water/ice and vessels etc. 
To safeguard the Fishing industry, the government enacted Fisheries Policy; Fisheries Act and Product  Regula-
tions passed in Parliament and reviewed by Ministry of Fisheries; Food Unit of the Ministry of Health and Sanita-
tion identified as the Competent Authority for fish. The Standards Bureau has adopted the CODEX Standards 
that regulate the production of Food and Codes of Hygiene and Sanitary practices. 
(v) The Importance of a Sustainable Primary Sector  
The goal of agricultural transformation in Africa, first and fore-
most is to enable production and availability of food for the 
population, and provide livelihoods to those involved, raise in-
come, create jobs and wealth of those involved in the sector 
and along the entire value chain. Mr. Eric Salaun,  Business De-
velopment Director – Africa, DNV GL - Business Assurance, in his 
presentation on “Sustainable Agriculture - Every link counts” 
noted the challenge of growing population (9B by 2050) the 
pressure on the 70% increase of today’s food production cre-
ating the need to produce enough safe food to feed the 
world amidst the challenge of Climate change and the in-
creasingly complex and global supply chains coupled with consumer and legislative demands to manage 
every link; Increasing demand and need for a safe and sustainable food supply chain, driving need for sys-
tematic mitigating measures and technological innovation and the Globalisation, complex and connected 

Masego B Marobela (Mrs), Managing Director of          
Botswana Bureau of Standards (BOBS)  

Mr. James Dumbuya, Director General of Sierra 
Leone Bureau of Standards 

Mr. Eric Salaun,  Business Development Director – Africa, 
DNV GL  
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value webs coupled with the competitive environment creating food safety and quality risks on an industrial 
scale.  
The glaring fact of 795 million undernourished people with the vast majority in developing countries, where 
12.9 per cent of the population is undernourished with Sub-Saharan Africa classified as the region with the 
highest prevalence (percentage of population, ratio of 1:4) of hunger. Even worse, 66 million primary school-
age children attend classes hungry across the developing world, with 23 million in Africa alone. The rallying 
call is, if done right, agriculture, forestry and fisheries can provide nutritious food for all and generate decent 
incomes, while supporting people-centered rural development and protecting the environment.  
(vi) Effective grant management for standardisation programmes. A pan-African standard on  “Good Financial 
Grant Practice (GFGP)” 
A grant is a sum of money given for a specific project or purpose 
that a business doesn't need to pay back (unless it breaks the con-
ditions of receiving it). Grants are not considered benefits or entitle-
ments and are typically awarded to organisations whose goal is to 
support a specific public purpose. Most grants are used to pro-
mote the public good directly. The need to make quality manage-
ment, reporting and more effective in achieving impact is key.  
Dr. M Kilpatrick, Operations Director, Oxford, London & Overseas 
Units Medical Research Council in his contributions under topic Ac-
celerating Excellence in Grant Financial Management in Africa: 
Convergence of funding in Africa at the Institute level, highlighted 
the challenges of Grant recipient institutions’ including situations 
where funders independently carry out grant assurance programmes such as individual  assessments, audits 
and development programmes, resulting in recipients having multiple audits, and inconsistent requirements 
from funders, for which he noted that there is need for   a paradigm shift to address these challenges. To curb 
this challenge several funders are funding a new initiative called “Good Financial Grant Practice (GFGP”) with 
the following key deliverables:-   

 A pan-African standard of “Good Financial Grant Practice (GFGP)” which is suitable for implemen-
tation in recipient institutions in Africa,  

 A Financial Management Assessment Tool of GFGP (FMAT) which recipients will use to self-assess 
their capabilities against the GFGP standard, 

 GFGP certification for Commercial audit firms  
 Pan- African adoption of the GFGP standard leading to a process of certification for institutions so 

that funders can rely on this assurance scheme of operating to GFGP standards instead of under-
taking their own audits and financial assessments.  

 
It is expected that once undertaken, the key benefits will be: 

 Reduction in the burden of audits and associated costs for fund recipients  and their institutions; 
 Uniform guidelines and standards for Recipients and Institutions; 
 Institutions will be able to assess their financial capability and competency and apply for capacity 

development funds to strengthen their finance functions;  
 A mechanism for sharing the FMAT information among funders; and 
 Reduction in costs for funders and increased assurance that their funding is being used as intend-

ed. 
MRC through the African Academy of Sciences are collaborating with ARSO is harmonising A pan-African 
standard of “Good Financial Grant Practice (GFGP)” suitable for Grant management in Africa. 
(vii) Role of Conformity Assessment in enhancing Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA). 
 Leaders at the African Union Summit, which took place from 23 to 30 January 2012 under the theme ‘boosting 
intra-African trade', endorsed a plan to set up a Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA) by 2017. The proposed 
CFTA would be a key component of the AU's strategy to boost trade within the region by at least 25-30 per-
cent in the next decade. The "Declaration on boosting intra-African trade and the establishment of a conti-
nental free trade area" calls on member states, regional economic communities (RECs), and development 
partners to adopt the necessary measures toward the effective implementation of an Action Plan - a docu-

Dr. M Kilpatrick, Operations Director, Oxford, London 
& Overseas Units Medical Research Council  
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ment produced during the AU trade ministers' meeting in December 2011 detailing priority action clusters to 
address obstacles to increasing intra-African trade, which cur-
rently stands at 12 percent of total trade, compared to 60 per-
cent for Europe, 40 percent for North America, and 30 percent 
for ASEAN, according to statistics cited by the WTO. 
Douglas Nyamori – Intertek - In his contributions highlighted the 
fact that Conformity Assessment helps in building Trust in goods 
traded across borders and make the confidence connection 
for products, services, processes and personnel given the chal-
lenge of unsafe and dangerous imports and the counterfeited 
and sub-standards goods. The conformity assessment will there-
fore be a great tool of trade within the single market created 
by the CFTA in easing movement of goods across borders by 
eliminating fear and building confidence in goods traded and 
reducing costs and time needed for multiple testing for conformance with specifications or compliance with 
safety or other regulations before they can be put on many markets. The use of ARSO harmonised standards 
as the basis for conformity is thus important to facilitate this process.  
(viii) The Continental Free Trade Area – Visions of a full operational CFTA inspired by Agenda 2063. 
Although the African economy is characterized by a relatively high degree of openness, trade has not served 
as a potent instrument for the achievement of rapid and sustainable economic growth and development for 
many of the countries. As a consequence Africa remains the most aid-dependent continent of the world, un-
able to eliminate poverty through trade. Currently African trade remains weak compared to trade within oth-
er regions. Also due to the fact that Africa does the bulk of its trade with the outside world and the exports are 

heavily concentrated on primary commodities, the continent 
has been particularly vulnerable to external macroeconomic 
shocks and protectionist trade policies.  
Batanai Clemence Chikwene, a Trade Policy Officer in the De-
partment of Trade and Industry at the African Union Commission 
explained that it is in this context that the AU Conference of 
Ministers of Trade decided to fast track the creation of a Conti-
nental Free Trade Area, followed by the decision of the AU As-
sembly of Heads of States and Government to focus its January 
2012 summit on the theme boosting intra African trade. The Afri-
can Union Commission and its collaborating partners the United 
Nations Economic Commission for Africa, the African Develop-

ment Bank, Regional Economic Communities and other partners elaborated three key documents: an issue 
Paper, an Action Plan and a framework document for launching the fast track process to achieve the CFTA. 
These documents together form the basis for the agenda to boost trade by at least 25-30 percent in the next 
decade and to establish the CFTA by 2017.  
Mr. Chikwene elaborated that the Issues Paper is aimed at provoking the subject of low performance of intra-
African trade, raising as it were, the key issues why intra African trade is low. The Action Plan focuses on a num-
ber of priority action areas which cut across different sectors: trade policy, trade facilitation, trade related in-
frastructure, trade finance, trade information, market integration. The third paper, the Framework Document 
for fast tracking the CFTA addresses the ambitious programme of launching the Continental FTA. It according-
ly proposes a Road Map for the fast tracking process, an Institutional Architecture, Monitoring and Evaluation 
and Dispute Settlement Mechanisms. The broad spectrum of the proposed road map is set against the back-
drop of two key principles or concepts, namely: "to fast track and therefore being ambitious" and "to draw 
from and build upon existing progress already made", particularly given the trail blazing experience of the 
COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripartite Free Trade Area. The CTFA derives its motivation from Agenda 2063, an endoge-
nous, shared strategic framework for inclusive growth and sustainable development for Africa‘s transfor-
mation.   Already, by 14 June 2015, The African Union officially began negotiations on plans to create a conti-
nent-wide free trade zone by 2017. To meet the 2017 implementation deadline, member states are expected 
to reduce trade barriers among themselves by drastically reducing export and import duties and, in some cas-

Douglas Nyamori – Intertek  

Batanai Clemence Chikwene, a Trade Policy Officer in 
the Department of Trade and Industry at the African Un-
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es, waiving visa requirements. Countries will also have to agree on product quality to ensure a general stand-
ard for manufacturing goods being traded. Hence the important role of ARSO and the Pan African Quality 
Infrastructure bodies. 
(ix) Role of Standards in Regional Integration 
Regional integration is the process by which two or more nation-states agree to co-operate and work closely 
together to achieve peace, stability and wealth. The EU (composed of 28 countries) grew out of the European 
Economic Community and before that, the European Coal and Steel Community (created in 1952 to regulate 
and administer the production of coal and steel in six European countries (France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, 
the Netherlands and Luxembourg) (6 to 8 on the integration scale). In 1957, the same six countries (the Six), 
agreed to form the European Economic Community (EEC or EC) to integrate the economies of the six into a 
single market (2 to 5 on the integration scale). 60 years of integration efforts has resulted into: Preferential 
Trade Agreement (1951), Free Trade Area (1957), Customs Union (1968), Single Market (1992), and Economic 
and Monetary Union (1999). In order to ensure effective operation of the Union, the EU under the Council Res-
olution 85/C 136/01 of 7 May 1985 on a new approach to technical harmonization and standards, adopted  a 
new approach to technical harmonisation that aims to recast technical harmonisation within the European 
Union (EU) on a new basis by only harmonising the es-
sential requirements of products and by applying the 
"general reference to standards" formula and the princi-
ple of mutual recognition in order to eliminate technical 
obstacles to the free movement of goods.  
Mr. David Bell, CENCENELEC, BSI Role of Standards in Re-
gional Integration – Case of Europe in his contributions 
highlighted the fact that within this arrangement, the 
Member States undertake to keep a constant check on 
the technical regulations which are applied so as to 
withdraw those which are deemed obsolete or superflu-
ous and the Member States are expected to ensure the 
mutual recognition of the results of tests and establish 
harmonised rules on the operation of certification bod-
ies (the mutual recognition principle). The legislative harmonisation is limited to essential safety requirements 
(or other requirements in the general interest) with which products put on the market must conform and can 
therefore enjoy free movement throughout the European Union; the authorities are obliged to recognize that 
products manufactured in conformity with harmonised standards are presumed to conform to the essential 
requirements established by the Directive. The European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) and the Euro-
pean Committee for Electro technical Standardisation (CENELEC) are the competent bodies to adopt Euro-
pean harmonised standards within the scope of the Directive. For specific sectors of industrial activity, other 
competent European bodies for the drawing up of technical specifications could be involved. The Member 
States presume conformity for products which are accompanied by one of the means of attestation de-
scribed in the directive declaring that they are in conformity either with the harmonised standards or, in the 
absence of harmonised standards, with national standards. Where a Member State considers that a harmo-
nised standard does not satisfy the essential requirements, the Commission shall bring this to the attention of 
the Committee on Standards and Technical Regulations which gives an opinion as a matter of urgency. In the 
light of this opinion, the standard can be maintained, withdrawn or revised. 
The European Standardization System underpins the EU Single Market and regional integration through a ro-
bust single standard model and a sound and coherent regulatory framework that drives the unique example 
of fully integrated market at regional level. The approach has fostered technical alignment, removal TBTs and 
support regulatory convergence between Europe Union members focusing the standards’ role as trade ena-
blers and creating a level-playing field. By adopting one EU Standard, there is an access to a market of 600 
million consumers. The need for such a model replicated in Africa with the African Union and the African Union 
Commission playing a greater role is envisaged. 
 
 
 

Mr. David Bell, CENCENELEC 
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 Case of PASC 
Ms. Tabisa Mbugwana, SABS International Relations Manag-
er, in her contributions highlighted the role of the Pacific Ar-
ea Standards Congress (PASC) in improving the quality and 
capacity of standardisation in economies of the pacific re-
gion and supporting free trade within the region and with 
economies in other regions. PASC role is in supporting im-
provement of economic efficiency and development of the 
region through the promotion of standardisation, WTO TBT/
SPS Agreements to promote regional International Trade. 

Many of the ACP countries have great challenges in adequately and consistently monitoring and analyzing 
developments in the global trading system, formulating appropriate policy recommendations, administering 
trade policy and effectively participate in the International standards development. On positive note, giving 
the example of PASC and ARSO, many ACP countries are pursuing comprehensive regional integration pro-
cesses to address the standardisation challenges. The push by PASC for setting permanent ISO regional office 
in the heart of Asia to strengthen the ISO family by bringing the ISO Central Secretariat closer to the 25 region-
al members, 60% of the world’s population and a source of immense trading opportunities for industry every-
where is a move that ARSO supports in the context of standardisation creating better opportunity for regional 
integration and market access. 
(xi) Developing Standards for International Markets Access and Relevance 
It is widely believed that a major challenge to the expansion of trade by African countries is that of increasing 
access to developed country markets. In other words, if Africa’s external trade is to be significantly expanded, 
ways must be found to remove the external barriers to African trade, viz., lack of access to developed country 
markets, reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers to African agricultural exports, reduction or elimination of 
trade-distorting domestic farm supports and elimination of export subsidies in developed countries. Trade ne-
gotiations are far from realizing Africa’s priorities. In particular, at the level of multilateral trade negotiations,  
there has been limited progress towards addressing the priorities of Africa in a way that would enable trade to 
realize its potential as a key pillar for economic development of the continent. In the same vein, bilateral 
trade negotiations especially between African countries and developed country economies such as is the 
case with the EU are raising major challenges given the centrality of reciprocity in these negotiations.  The Do-
ha Round of WTO was targeted at improving this access. 
Teresa J. Cendrowska, Vice president – Global Cooperation 
ASTM International in her presentation, giving the percep-
tions from ASTM International, highlighted the role of stand-
ards in increasing the Market Access sighting the availability 
of full collection of ASTM Standards (that may be used for 
reference, adoption, as basis of national standards and 
consultation. Hence promoting the WTO requirement of 
using International standards as the basis of standards de-
velopment, Technical Regulations and Conformity Assess-
ment. 

Teresa J. Cendrowska, Vice president – Global Cooperation 
ASTM International  

Ms. Tabisa Mbugwana, SABS International Relations        
Manager 
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T he ARSO General Assembly that meets once 
a year is the supreme Organ of ARSO. The 
General Assembly Held its session on 13th Au-
gust 2015.  The 21st ARSO General Assembly 

was officially held on 13th August 2015. 
Just prior to the beginning of the 21st ARSO Gen-
eral Assembly meeting, ARSO and WorldFish as 
represented by Dr. Sloans Chimatiro (left, exchang-
ing the signed MoU with the ARSO President, Dr. 
Odumodu), held an MoU signing Ceremony to 
forge a partnership that aims to promote consum-
er confidence in African fish for domestic and ex-
port markets.  
The MoU recognises the fact that many African 
countries are endowed with fish resources from 
oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, floodplains and fish 
farms, which generate a range of benefits includ-
ing food and nutrition security, livelihood, exports 
and biodiversity. For example, the fish value in 2011 
was estimated at more than US$24 billion, repre-
senting 1.26% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

of all African countries, with US$3 billion per year for aquaculture (de Graaf & Garibaldi 2014). Fisheries sector 
employs 12.3 million people as full-time fishers or full-time and part-time processors, accounting for 2.1% of Afri-
ca’s population of between 15 and 64 years old, and mostly women. In order to optimise these benefits, the 
second Conference of African Ministers of Fisheries & Aquaculture (CAMFA) in April/May 2014, endorsed the 
African Union Policy Framework & Reform Strategy for Fisheries & Aquaculture in Africa. This prioritised fish 
trade, with the aim to promote responsible and equitable fish trade and marketing by significantly harnessing 
the benefits of Africa’s fisheries and aquaculture endowments through accelerated trade, marketing and ad-
dress the trade and production constraints. Specifically, progress must be made in: 
i. respecting hygiene and quality standards for processed products in particular; 
ii. improving infrastructure and equipment for the handling, transport, storage and preservation of fresh, fro-

zen or processed fish products; 
iii. providing more and better information on trade rules and potential markets; and  
iv. creating a more secure business environment conducive to the development of sub-regional trade.  
The ARSO—WorldFish MoU will allow the two organisations to work together on standards that will provide an 
Africa-wide framework for producers, distributors and sellers to ensure safety and quality at all stages of the 
value chain, from catch to the plate. Focus will be given to the sustainability of fisheries, hygiene and storage 
requirements as well as traceability aspects. The end goal is a continent-wide alignment of standards and cer-
tification schemes that will boost the market for fish while also contributing to the commitments for a Continen-
tal Free Trade Area (CFTA) made at the January 2015 African Union Heads of State meeting. The two organi-
zations hope that this expansion of trade will most benefit small and medium scale enterprises. 

For more on this: 
http://www.fishnewseu.com/latest-news/world/46-world/14346-consumer-confidence-key-for-african-fish.html 

http://www.thefishsite.com/fishnews/26207/partnership-to-improve-standards-of-african-fish-exports/ 
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ARSO and the Quality Council of India (QCI), as represented by Dr R P Singh, QCI Secretary General, signed 
another MoU just before the beginning of the 21st ARSO General Assembly.  QCI was set up jointly by the Gov-
ernment of India and the Indian Industry represented by the three premier industry associations i.e. Associated 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM), Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and Feder-
ation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI), to establish and operate national accreditation 
structure and promote quality through National Quality Campaign. 
The MoU will promote mutual interest and cooperation between ARSO and the member States in delivering 
affordable and effective standardisation and conformity assessment Training to help standards and conformi-
ty assessment professionals effectively understand the processes and procedures of national, regional, conti-
nental and international standards development programs and quality infrastructure. 
African Countries heeding the Call by the African Union to join hands in ARSO for a better integrated continent 
through standardisation and Quality Infrastructure. 

T he 21st ARSO General Assembly endorsed the recom-
mendation of 52nd ARSO Council to admit South Sudan 
into ARSO membership. This followed the commitment of 
Ms. Mary G. Mourtat, the Executive Director—South Su-

dan National Bureau of Standards (SSNBS) to join ARSO at the 
ARSO President Forum held in Abuja Nigeria on 22nd -24th June 
2015. In her acceptance speech, Ms. Muortat expressed the 
need for all African countries to join ARSO to facilitate the inte-
gration Agenda further to the call by the African Union Minis-
ters of Trade at the   during their 9th Ordinary Session on 01– 05 
December 2014 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia (AU/TI/TD/CAMoT-9/
RPT.MIN/FINAL), that: 

 All AU Member States that are currently not Mem-
bers of ARSO should endeavor to attain member-
ship by the year 2017;  

 ARSO and other Pan African Standards organisa-
tions to refer to the year 2017 as African year of Quality Infrastructure;  

 The AUC and ARSO should increase awareness and mobilize all stakeholders on the role of Quality 
Infrastructure;  

 The AUC and Quality Infrastructure Institutions should assess the status of Quality Infrastructure in 
Africa; and develop a Strategic Plan on Quality Infrastructure in Africa.  

 The AUC and ARSO to develop a work plan on Quality Infrastructure to be submitted to the Senior 
Officials meeting. 

On this note, the Assembly also recognised the reactivation of the membership of Benin, Madagascar, Sierra 
Leone, Swaziland and Uganda. 
 

 

South Sudan admitted into ARSO Membership as Benin, Madagascar, Sierra Leone, Swaziland and 
Uganda re-engage. 

Ms. Mary G. Mourtat, the Executive Director - South Su-
dan National Bureau of Standards (SSNBS)  
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A frica’s youth population is not only growing rapidly, it is also getting better educated. Successive 
editions of the African Economic Outlook have shown, Africa’s rate of growth has outperformed the 
global rate over the last decade.  Based on current trends, 59% of 20-24 year olds will have had sec-
ondary education in 2030, compared to 42% today. This will translate into 137 million 20-24 year olds 

with secondary education and 12 million with tertiary education in 2030. Although significant quality gaps re-
main, these trends offer an unrivalled opportunity for economic and social development if the talents of this 
swiftly increasing reservoir of human capital are harnessed and channeled towards the productive sectors of 
the economy. However, they could also present a significant risk and threat to social cohesion and political 
stability if Africa fails to create sufficient economic and employment opportunities to support decent living 
conditions for this group.  
At regional and continental levels, Youth networks have been established including the Pan African Youth Un-
ion to serve as a channel for youth engagement and for conveying youth perspectives for integration into na-
tional, regional and continental policies strategies and pro-
grammes. The African Union adopted and approved the 
African Youth Charter (2006) which as of date 37 countries 
have signed and 21 have also ratified. The Youth Charter is 
a comprehensive framework that addresses the rights and 
obligations of young people. Their priority needs regarding 
their development and empowerment. The AU also adopt-
ed the plan of Action of the second decade of Education 
(2006-2015) to emphasize the need for higher, quality in Afri-
can Education at all levels. The AU further declared the 
years 2009-2018 as the Decade for Youth Development and 
approved a Plan of action to implement the priority activi-
ties identified during the Decade. This is in harmony with In-
ternational consensus on the International Year of Youth 
2010 through 64th UN General Assembly Resolution 34/134. 
In the picture Mr. Yesashimwe Nehemiah, the overall winner re-
ceives his certificate from Ms. Kathrin  Wunderlich, PTB-Germany in 
the presence of ARSO President, Dr. Odumodu (2nd R) and Mr. Eric Salaun, DNVGL). 
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A RSO in collaboration with the Africa’s NSBs runs a yearly Essay completion on Standardisation as an 
effective tool for Africa’s development and youth Empowerment. 
The 21st ARSO General Assembly also endorsed the report of the ARS 2nd Essay Competition. The 
2nd ARSO Continental Standardisation Essay competition under the theme “the Role of Standards in 

Promoting Sustainable Agriculture and Food Security in Africa” had been successfully finalised. Given the role 
of Agriculture in the African context, unavoidably, Agriculture should be at the center of the transformation 
agenda. Moreover, due to Africa’s demographic dynamics, the future farmers in Africa are going to be 
younger, but also they are going to be better exposed to new technologies and ideas, better informed, and 
with growing needs and aspirations. The issue of motivating the youth to see their future in a growing and 
transforming agriculture and rural economy presents a real challenge. This was the basis of the 2nd Essay Com-

petition.  
Six (6) African Countries (Cameroon, 
Kenya, Nigeria, Rwanda, Tanzania and 
Zambia) participated. A total of 30 Es-
says both in French and English were 
submitted to the Central Secretariat for 
analysis with Mr. Yesashimwe Nehemiah 
(2nd L) - University of Rwanda, Rwanda 
taking the 1st position; Mr. Julius P. 
Kessey (R) - Muhimbili University of 
Health and Allied sciences, Tanzania 
and Ms. Karen Alibera Katabwa (2nd R) - 
University of Dar es Salam, Tanzania 
both taking the 2nd position; Ms. Ishim-
we Diane - University of Rwanda, Rwan-
da, Ike chukwebuka and Christopher - 
Federal University of Technology Nige-

ria, Nigeria and Joseph Kamuyu Ngugi (L) - Technical University of Kenya, Kenya, all tying on 3rd position. 
The aim of the ARSO Essay competitions are to empower the Youth to understand the role of standardisation 
in promoting economic development in Africa and to entrench the Culture of Quality in the African Youth 
who are considered as the next Consumers, Engineers, Traders, Framers, Entrepreneurs, Leaders and Policy 
Makers. 
The 21st General Assembly further approved the themes for the 3rd Essay competition and the 4th African Day 
of Standardisation …“The Role of Standardisation in Women’s Empowerment with regard to the vision 2063”. 
 
The subject of empowerment of women has become a burning issue all over the world. 
Many agencies of United Nations in their reports have emphasized that gender issue is to 
be given utmost priority.  The AU and its Commission, as well as other regional bodies 
place a good deal of emphasis on gender equality and women‘s economic empower-
ment hence declaring the year 2015 the year of women’s empowerment and their ex-
pected role in achieving Agenda 2063. Africa in 2063 will be a continent where the criti-
cal role of women in Africa‘s transformation is recognized and their proactively har-
nessed. By 2063, all forms of violence and discrimination (social, economic, political) 
against women and girls would have been eliminated and they would fully enjoy all 
their human rights. The AUC Chairperson Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma launched a cam-
paign to consign the hand held hoe to the museum, in an accelerated effort to assist 
women with access to modern technology, land, credit, and extension services in order 
to empower women in agriculture and agro industry. The African Union Commission has 
launched a Special Edition Joint AU-UN Women Newsletter “Walk the Talk” in the Con-

Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini-
Zuma—AUC Chairperson  
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text of the Year of Women’s Empowerment and Development towards Africa’s Agenda 2063. 
 
The Africa of 2063 would see fully empowered women with equal access and 
opportunity in all spheres of life. The 2015 year of women empowerment dec-
laration contains commitments to enhancing women’s access to health; 
pushing forward women’s economic empowerment; enhancing the Agenda 
on Women Peace and Security; enhancing women’s participation in govern-
ance; enhancing women and girls’ access to education, science and tech-
nology; mutual accountability to actions and results and strengthening the 
AU Commission n to support delivery on these commitments. The Challenges 
which exists include the fact that the Majority of women are employed in ag-
riculture where productivity and incomes are low. In the picture Ms. Karen 
Alibera Katabwa receives her certificate from ARSO President, Dr. Odumodu. 
Many of those employed outside agriculture are in the informal sector where 
jobs are vulnerable and incomes low with gender wage disparities. Women 
empowerment should be more reflected on the vocational and entrepre-
neurship development programme to make women self employed by in-
creasing their efficiency and capabilities in decision making, competiveness 
and trading activities. In his recent visit to Kenya for the 6th Global Entrepreneurship Summit, USA President 
Barack Obama emphasized the need to invest in Girls and women. He noted women are powerhouse entre-

preneurs. Research shows that when women entrepreneurs suc-
ceed, they drive economic growth and invest more back into their 
families and communities. 
Standardisation enhances competitiveness through promoting ac-
tivities oriented towards the removal of supply-side constraints, the 
promotion of the manufacture of products with high export poten-
tial and the provision of assistance related to overcoming trade 
barriers and up scaling of SMEs and the informal sectors. In the pic-
ture Mrs. Gooma Neima Samson Sabit of South Sudan National Bu-
reau of Standards (SSNBS) receives her certificate after the ARSO 
Standardisation Training on 11th august 2015 during the 21st GA 
Events. 
 
Standardisation  

would lead to developing a conducive policy environment for 
investment and private sector development; identifying key ex-
port areas facing supply-side constraints and value chain anal-
ysis; upgrading industrial structures and mechanisms for value 
addition; advising on product design, technology, upgrading 
and quality control; establishing technology support institutions 
to improve technology acquisition; improving business efficien-
cy and performance, especially quality management and in-
troducing energy-saving, cleaner technologies, minimizing 
waste and utilizing by-products. In the picture ARSO ladies in 
standardisation, from left Ms. Andely Chantal, Deputy Director 
General, ANOR, Cameroon; Ms. Kombi Kombi JEANNETTE, Minis-
try of Industry, Cameroon, Dr. Eve Gadzikwa, ARSO President 
Elect and the Director General SAZ, Zimbabwe; Ms. Masego 
Marobela, Managing Director, BOBS, Botswana).  
 
While celebrating the 4th African Day of Standardisation member States shall focus on all the standardisation 
aspects that are key in Women’s empowerment toward the achievement of Agenda 2063. 
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In collaboration with ISO COPOLCO, the ARSO Consumers Committee (ARSO COCO) organised a one day 
Seminar on 14th August 2014 during the 21st ARSO GA Events to raise awareness on the role of Consumers in 
the standardisation process. 
Standards assist companies become ‘export ready”. They promote competition in the global market place by 
helping industries capture knowledge, share insights, enhancing compatibility between products and reduc-
ing risk. For consumers, conformity of products and services to International Standards provides assurance 
about their quality, safety and reliability. Standards and conformance are also a crucial concern for a coun-
try’s imports, especially given the increasing concern of consumer rights in relation to the health and safety 
aspects of consumer products, both domestic and imported. They increase consumer confidence and pro-
vide a foundation for growth. Standards give businesses and consumers’ confidence that the goods and ser-
vices they are developing or using are safe, reliable and will do the job they were intended for Standards spell 
out the bottom line expectations of consumers.  Standards help ensure technical compatibility across coun-
tries and convey information to consumers about products that have been produced abroad or processes 
that took place in another country. 
The aim of consumers engaged in standardisation work is to ensure that standards for consumer products are 
as comprehensive as possible and correspond to real consumer needs. Consumers and their organizations 
can play a crucial role in raising general public awareness of the existence of agreed standards, thereby en-
suring that buyers demand products manufactured, or services rendered, according to these standards. Con-
sumers expect that services and products will be consistent in quality, durability and ease of use. User influ-
ence in standardization benefits both industry and society. Not only is the consumer perspective integrated 
into the standardisation process, but also participation in the process results in a more informed consumer. 
It is against this background that ARSO COCO, the Consumers Committee responsible for the African Consum-
ers involvement in standardisation organised ARSO COCO- ISO COPOLCO Consumers Seminar attended by 
representatives from ARSO members and Stakeholders. 

In a presentation on Consumers in Africa: making a difference in standards, 
Ms. Dana Kissinger-Matray, ISO/COPOLCO Secretary and Ms. Sadie Homer, 
Senior Policy Advisor, Consumers International (in the picture) together with 
Mr. David Bell, British Standards Institution discussed the eight consumer rights: 
the right to safety, the right to be informed, the right to choose, the right to be 
heard, the right to satisfaction of basic needs, the right to redress, the right to 
consumer education and the right to a healthy environment. 
Given the Complex food chain there is more reliant on the food industry and 
regulators in all stages of production, processing and distribution to ensure, 
eliminate food fraud, and ensure integrity and Traceability. The use of ISO 

22000 food safety management is recommended. On safety it was 
emphasised that Non-branded chargers for phones have led to 
fires and injury; Lead paint found on Mattel toys led to a massive 
recall and adulterated foods can cause ill health and financial det-

riment. On poor information,  and citing the example of China's 2008 melamine scandal High level lead in rice, 
Food product contents labeled not in the national language confuse and mislead consumers, while luck of  
Lack of contact information for manufacturers of products interfere with redress process. For these, standards 
improve outcomes in priority areas of Safety, health and security; ensures Fitness for purpose (performance), 
Interoperability; Product information and labelling; Environmental protection and Energy efficiency. Promoting 
consumer involvement in standards development thus adds value to the quality of standards, Results in safer, 
fairer, better quality products and services and helps businesses understand their products and services from 
the consumer perspective. 
From the various presentations, it was noted that not all NSBs have strong relationships with, or the active in-
volvement of consumers. In fact Many (most) TCs do not understand or recognise the value of consumer par-
ticipation and this is compounded with weak accountability for ensuring consumer participation, a lack of in-

Dr. M Kilpatrick, Operations Director, Oxford, Lon-
don & Overseas Units Medical Research Council  
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volved consumers willing and able to participate in standardisation activities and Inadequate, inconsistent or 
unreliable funding for consumer participation. The opportunities for Consumer Involvement through National 
Standards Bodies include participation in the Governance and Policy (governing councils, advisory and policy 
committees) and as members of national Technical Committees (NSBs and ISO experts). 
Several ways of their involvements could be through  
 Supporting initiatives aimed at encouraging consumer representation in standardisation. 
 Orchestrating consumer participation in relevant policy matters and the initiation and planning of stand-

ards work programmes.  Providing for consumer participation at the national level in the initiation and 
planning of the programmes of standards work, both national and international, as well as in policy mat-
ters relevant to the consumer. 

 Inviting the consumers to participate in all technical committees working on standards projects of interest.  
At the national level, consumer interests should be invited to participate in all technical committees carry-
ing out standards projects affecting the interests of the consumer. 

 Encouraging the active participation of consumers in national delegations to technical committees that 
are developing consumer relevant International Standards. 

 Guiding consumer representatives on standards procedures and providing them with technical briefings. 
Where possible and necessary, national bodies should provide consumer representatives with guidance 
on standards procedures and briefing on technical issues in order to make their contribution both effective 
and based on knowledge of real possibilities. 

 Communicating the results of their work to the public; National bodies should ensure effective communi-
cation to consumer groups, other relevant organisations and the general public, of the results of their 
standards work of interest to consumers. 

 
National bodies should be encouraged to “sound out” consumer opinion through existing consumer organisa-
tions or, if no such organisations exist, on their own initiative. On the same note National bodies should provide 
a mechanism to allow consumer representatives to request that standards projects be initiated and to ensure 
that these initiatives have normal opportunities to progress. 
 
COPOLCO has a specialised working group, Priorities from the consumer’s point of view, which meets and re-
ports annually on priority areas of consumer interest in international standardization. Among their tasks are: 
identifying new priority areas, evaluating progress in existing priority areas and fostering consumer participa-
tion.  The Consumers International (CI), founded by a group of national consumer testing organisations who 
recognised that they could build upon their individual strengths by working across national borders to support, 
link and represent consumer groups and agencies more effectively at the international level aadvocate for 
consumer rights on the global stage and help national consumer groups advance their campaigns and ca-
pacity. 
 
Through the ARSO COCO, the NSBs can gain through getting opportunity to provide support consumer repre-
sentatives, consumer education and outreach to public; Use ISO resources (publications, tools) and using the 
available networks (ISO COPOLCO, ISO ACADEMY, Consumers International). 
 
In their presentations, Mr. Yohannes Melese (ESA) and Ms. Zelalem Zemede (ECoPA) noted that ESA and 
ECoPA had been in the forefront in encouraging and supporting consumers’ participation in standardization 
activities. This includes communicating to consumer groups on the outcome of standards and ensuring that 
Civic society is involved to promote fair transaction systems and sustainable consumers' benefits. 
 
Dr. Charles Azuka, Procter And Gamble Company in his presentation on the Cosmetic Safety Evaluation and 
its Relevance to the African Consumer explored on the consumer safety and risks issues in cosmetics, the role 
of standardisation bodies, Consumers and Regulators in the product Development Lifecycle to ensure safety 
of products including risk reduction methods such as packaging, labelling, education and information sharing, 
elamination of sub-standard and counterfeits products, enforcing bans, testing and assessments, building 
partnerships.  
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The United Nations Commission for Africa (UNECA) report on Assessing Regional Integration in Africa VI (RIA VI)  
“Harmonising Policies to Transform the Trading Environment,” carries forward the momentum of January 2012’s 
Decision and Declaration by addressing the issue of harmonising rules of origin and trade facilitation instru-
ments to ease Continental Free Trade Area negotiations by member States. This includes addressing the TBT 
Issues (Standards, Technical Regulations and Conformity Assessment) to facilitate trade, hence the focus on 
the harmonisation of African standards and which resonates with the transformation of ARSO to a truly Pan 
African Organisation providing standardisation opportunity to the continent focusing on Africa’s interests and 
development priorities.  It is on this note that the 21st ARSO General Assembly recognised the distinguished 
and inspirational contributions and commitment to the service to ARSO of: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

i) Mr. BOOTO à NGON Charles (represented by Mr. Fondja (left) Vice-Président de l’ORAN/Directeur General 
Agence des Normes et de la Qualité (ANOR) for Effective Leadership as ARSO Vice President; Effective 
focal point for mobilising the Francophone countries’ participation in ARSO, RNF and ECOWAS; Hosting 
ARSO General Assembly and Training Meetings and Strengthening the participation of Cameroon in ARSO.  

ii) Madame Evah Oduor (centre) for Effective representation of Kenya in the Council and General Assembly 
before and during her tenure at KEBS as the Managing Director; Support to ARSO as Managing Director 
with regard to the effective Hosting of ARSO in Nairobi, Kenya; and Pushing the standardisation Agenda in 
Africa and Passion for Quality Infrastructure for Africa. 

iii) Riundja Ali Kaakunga (represented by Ms. Rosy Jacobs, 2nd R), ARSO Legal Advisor/ and Former Director 
General of Namibian Standards Institution (NSI) for Leading Namibia into ARSO membership and mobilising 
the other SADC states for membership to ARSO; Legal counsel for ARSO; Guiding the Organisation in its 
Constitutional Review process leading to the current new ARSO Constitution and Good ARSO Ambassador 
in the SADC region.  

iv) Dr. Paul Angya (3RD R), ARSO Legal Officer, for Effective Representation of Nigeria in the Council and Gen-
eral Assembly; Legal counsel for ARSO; Guiding the Organisation in its Constitutional Review for a new AR-
SO Constitution; Representation of ARSO in various Stakeholders meeting and Effective representation of 
SON in the ARSO Re-engineering process.  

v) Mr. Legesse Gebre (3rd L), Director Standards Development, Ethiopian Standards Agency (ESA), for  Effec-
tive representation of Ethiopia in the Council and General Assembly; Effective focal point for ARSO and 
ESA; Chairing of ARSO Technical Harmonisation Committee on Environment; Effective facilitation of all the 
ARSO and PAQI meetings in Addis Ababa and Representation of ESA in the ARSO Re-engineering process. 
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In his address to the Assembly, H.E. Dr Mebrehatu, Ministry for Industry, Federal Republic of Ethiopia, highlighted 
the fact that the imperative for sustainable economic growth has attracted an impressive body of economic 
research to better understand its determinants. The Minister re-emphasized that with research and studies, it 
was now being clearly understood that the economic growth is dependent upon not only the abundance of 
traditional inputs such as capital and labor, but also upon the productivity with which these inputs are applied 
to the creation of valuable outputs. A key component of this productivity is not only the development of inno-
vative technological knowledge but the diffusion of these technological innovations through the economy in 
which standards play a central role. Productivity, the Minister Highlighted, measures the technological pro-
gress of the economy and represents the efficiency with which resources are utilized and factors such as 
economies of scale, exposure to competition and the diffusion of technological knowledge have been 
demonstrated to increase this progress and standards play a decisive role in each. Emphasizing on the role of 
National Bureau of Standards in Africa’s countries economic development, and with specific reference to the 
Ethiopian Standards Agency, the Minister pointed at the role of standards at macroeconomic level where the 
role of standards is to protect the safety of the community; facilitate Regional and international trade; en-
hance the interoperability of technologies and processes; and facilitate technological change and econom-
ic development by reducing information asymmetry. Pointing on the role of ARSO, the Minister noted that if 
not harmonised, the standards can create technical barriers to trade hence calling for ARSO to increase its 
efforts to harmonise standards across Africa to enable the free flow of goods and services among African 
countries. 

1. Encouraging African countries to embrace standardisation as a tool for deep integration of Africa both at the RECs and Continental 
level and facilitating intra-African Trade through the Continental Free Trade Area and the African fifty-year vision Agenda 2063 with 
regard to key areas such of sustainable Agriculture, Fisheries, Mining, infrastructure, manufacturing. 

2. Need to refocusing on African manufacturing, value addition and the Regional Value Chains to help African countries trade 
amongst themselves and promote cross border opportunities that allow countries to access each other’s markets in line with the 
CFTA.  

3. Increased involvement of the African Standardisation stakeholders (ARSO, NSBs, RECs – MSTQ, PAQI) in the negotiations of the CFTA 
to position standardisation in the CFTA 10 year strategic plan. 

4. Increased harmonisation of African Standards and conformity assessment to create trust and confidence on African products and 
services to enable firms in African countries to reap the full benefits of market access opportunities without unnecessary and costly 
problems of discriminatory, non-transparent, and unnecessary barriers to trade caused by the different technical regulations, stand-
ards, and conformity assessment procedures across the continent. 

5. The need therefore for the African Union to continue to play a strategic role equivalent to the European Union Commission (new Ap-
proach to Standardisation) on the development, harmonisation and implementation of Standards and conformity assessment and 
Political Advocacy and goodwill in Africa for a sound continental regulatory framework.  

6. Need for the development of African Standardisation Roadmap with critical standardisation themes and activities for the celebration 
of the year 2017 as African year of Quality Infrastructure as per the Trade Ministers during the 9th Ordinary Session on 2015 December 
2014. 

7. Greater cooperation between the public and private sectors in developing effective quality Infrastructure in Africa and the involve-
ment of the stakeholders in the participation of Africa in the International standardisation to ensure their relevance to Africa, with 
ARSO playing the leading role in presenting the Africa’s voice. 

8. The need for ARSO and stakeholders to continue organizing forums to support and promote adherence to the provisions of relevant 
WTO Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) and the Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS), among African countries. The 
need for National Enquiry points and standardisation information systems to provide early information on new standards and tech-
nical regulations is highlighted. 

9. ARSO to continue reaching out to all standardisation stakeholders, government officials and policy makers both at the national, re-
gional and continental level to create more awareness and advocacy on the benefits of standardisation and quality infrastructure 
through Trade Fairs, Expos and relevant Fora, “twinning” arrangement among the NSBs, capacity building and training (Standards 
Education Programme), on the benefits of National, Regional and Continental Quality Infrastructures, the challenges and the facilita-
tion role of ARSO and the NSBs. 

10. The need for Organising a Stakeholder driven initiatives to develop approaches to making standardisation and trade accessible and 
applicable for SMEs through providing information about market demands, role of standardisation and working with SMEs and clus-
ters to overcome capacity gaps and structural difficulties such as lack of local, affordable Conformity Assessment regimes. 

Highlights of the ARSO GA 
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